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About This Content

Max realises that changing the past can lead to painful consequences and that time is not a great healer. Her investigation into
the disappearance of Rachel Amber begins to reach a thrilling conclusion as she finds the Dark Room. Will the answers lie

within? Or will there just be trouble?

Life Is Strange: Dark Room is part Four of a five part series that sets out to revolutionise story based choice and consequence
games.

Features

A beautifully written modern adventure game

Rewind time to change the course of events

Multiple endings depending on the choices you make

Striking, hand-painted visuals

Distinct, licensed indie soundtrack
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Title: Life is Strange - Episode 4
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
DONTNOD ENTERTAINMENT, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
Square Enix, Feral interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Franchise:
Life is Strange
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Dual Core 2.0GHz or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI or NVidia card w/ 512 MB RAM (not recommended for Intel HD Graphics cards)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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Not a serious FPS game, go in and try, THAT'S IT!
The overall gameplay is not OK, felt like TF2's atmosphere though but the aiming and the movements aren't quite good.
The weapons are OK, only 4 exist and for me the sniper was so bad.
The graphics are lowly rendered but it's the theme, and the animations are bad.. Terrible just awful game.. This game has one
single pro: alien vs arcade fighter game.

And thats it. As for its cons : Unbalanced mechanics and clunky controls stand out the most. Sound is ok, but is nothing overly
exciting. Plenty more Apogee games that i would recommend over this if you want a classic. Which is a pity since the concept is
good, if the concept only proved to be more than what they made of it. Disappointment.. Really fun civ to play, I can
recommend this civ to everyone after playing the civ for +\/- 1200 hours. It's unique aspects are incredibly fun, especially if you
come from Warcraft 3. The historical accuracy of this civ is incredible too. I would rate this civ higher than I am right now..
Hey, Creator, I don't know how to beat the level where you need to go underground. It's the last level before you go to the other
biome. I tried everything. I researched it and since the game is basically almost unknown, I couldn't find anything. If you could
help that's be amazing! Anyway, It is a great game, I only don't know how to get past that.. Really good game for which 3 people
develop it. Has a lot of potential - keep it up!. This game by far surpasses any game in terms of visual beauty and haunting
realism, the immersion is just amazing. This detective\/thriller game is so beautiful you forget that someone\/something is going
around making people murder others and trying to murder a child, you walk from fresh to corpse to fresh corpse simply
indulging yourself in the games amazing use of photo-to-texture conversion, truly an immersive experience. Would piece
together crimescenes again 10\/10. This is an perfect example of a game that just shouldn't be on Steam.
It's the same free FPS package you see in most mobile fps games, like Bullet Party, or any of its many, many, copies.
It's completely dead, playerbase wise. There are broken animations. The game is just the same stupid FPS package with no
changes, besides some poorly created maps, and a horrible crosshair. As well as horrible voice acting.. "I'M SNIPER." And
disgusting textures. Kill me.

. best DLC ever would buy again
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Very nice game. Technically Battlestations:Pacific is even better in every way, but this game doesn't have Games for Windows
Live, so it runs no problemo.. I adored "The Lost Crown" and cannot wait for "Blackenrock" to come out. "Midnight Horror" is
something I highly recommend, but only for people in the same position.. The airplane canopy and wing graphics are all messed
up after I downloaded Sandstorm. Can you fix this please?. you know why you bought this. Can't beat the second boss on super
difficulty... Love this game! 10/10. The Colorado episode is probably the best so far. 100% hostile environment. It starts with
high tension and it just keeps building. EPIC MISSION! If you're still not enjoying this new Hitman game by now then i really
don't know what to say. ITS AMAZING! BUY THIS EPISODE! BUY THE GAME!. Heart of the House is an okay game.

English is not my first language. So, sometimes I found myself lost with the storytelling. It is very convoluted, and people who
don't speak\/understand English very well might not be able to enjoy it in its entirety.

Loren and their preference to be refered to as 'them' instead of 'he' or 'she' made me roll my eyes, as it felt very tacked-on and
out of place. I don't have a problem with non-binary characters, but when a game lacks any sort of visuals or sound, leaving out
whether or not their build is feminine or masculine makes visualizing them that much more difficult, and it honestly breaks the
immersion. At some point I gave up and gave Loren the visual identity of Melody from HxH. Whether it was accurate or not to
what the author was trying to convey, I did not care.

While I wasn't able to connect with Loren, who also happened to be a romance option, the other romances were some of the best
I've ever read. The intimate scenes are damn well written, and I wish more authors were this good at romance. This game is
worth playing just for the romance options alone.. Cloudberry Kingdom is a nice game for people that consider Super Mario to
be to easy. Although the controls and hitboxes are not as spot on as Super Meat Boy, and every now and then you'll be hating the
game for cheap deaths (saws that miss you as model but do hit your hitbox etc). When you think of it this game for a large part
is a rythem game, there is one way to solve a level, and in most cases waiting to analyse and obstacle isn't an option, you just
have to flow through. The soundtrack is killer, different hero's provide variation. Overall I'd say a solid 7\/10, it's good, but just
not as tight in controls as Super Meat Boy.. This is a refreshing change from the other stuff I've been playing. Nice game :)
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